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Swami came down to bhajans. 
 
Swami:  Yes Gustav… He came today to me, "Swami are you happy with 
me?” Like asking, are you happy with me? What is that meaning? “If I'm 
not happy with you, you won't be here man.” He want to go to the cave 
himself alone for one month and he want to hide himself in the dark. And, 
"I need very quiet. I want to hide it." Something it's... he want to go to cave 
for one month to be in the dark? What do he do in the cave? Mira are you 
going to send your dad to the cave for one month alone himself?  
 
Mira:  No.   (Cant' hear clearly) 
 
Swami:  See, he's driving me like that crazy. I asked, "Are you taking with 
you your family in the cave?" He said, "No! I'm going alone." Your body is 
your cave. Don't expect all the time smooth road - up and downs is natural. 
It is?  
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Students: Natural.  
 
Swami:  Only today I'll give the one song chance to you then you're 
packing up, then there's a talk. The best song, Lord Ganesh, pick up. Falk 
give the guitar to him.  
 
(Gustav sings Sri Ganesh bhajan) 
 
Swami: God has given you such a beautiful art in your hand. Why you're 
hiding that? Hiding means not giving it presentation. You are doing it; 
don't get disturbed. Ok, pack up…any news in the globe?  Hello?  
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami: Carla? 
 
Carla:  There was an earthquake that hit Japan... 
  
Swami:  That's our job to make it, the Mother Nature to calm down, to 
make her relax. This is a very crucial time. The people need help, the divine 
help and make them and create more courage in them through the distance 
from here. And whoever, the students from Swami, and Guru Parampara 
to send as my Guru Day Message: chanting as much as they can the Earth 
Element. If they don’t know the Earth Element mantra, at least chant Om 
Guru Guru Paramaguru, rakshamam rakshamam, rakshamam.  
This is the time to need to implement the distance healing to the Mother 
Nature to make it calm down. It's giving a huge panic to the Japan, not 
only the Japan, now it is her waves. Since many years I'm predicting, 
predicting, "Yes, Japan, yes." I'm not giving a panic here… keep warning 
you guys. Even few days back, I don't know what is my karma. My visa 
got rejected from Japan. I have to go through Religious Visa and again I 
have to reapply. Of course the lawyers are working on it but still I will go 
to Japan. Still I will go to Japan.  
It is like Mother Nature right now, her energy is unpredictable right now, 
very unpredictable which angle she's diverting. Which angle means which 
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country, which ground she's looking it. But try to do as much as you can 
your love and affection prayers and especially as my word to the Japanese 
and student’s kingdom, they no need to worry. They no need to worry. 
This is the time to be strong. 
Many people thinks, "Swami, I'm heartbroken, my karma, my fate…” How 
many hundreds of thousands of people is homeless right now in Japan, and 
what type of panic is they're facing it? Is it all their fate to be born on that 
earth? Is it fate? Is Mother Nature what's her drama? I hope one day the 
student's kingdom will recognize whenever she wants to hit you, she'll find 
a way to hit you. She'll find the... 
 
Students: Way to hit you. 
 
Swami: That is a standard line. Your duty is to catch the Guru Parampara. 
Parampara. That's why (Swami chants first earth element mantra) ...adi 
tirumuruga - adi, tiru, muruga – beginning, ending muruga, just shanthi 
guru guru paramaguru. Once the earth element... you can handle any 
element but not the earth, the vibrations.  So please make it in a short form 
and send it as soon as possible as a Guru Day Message to website. 
Whatever pain they're holding it, immediately they can decharge it. They 
can decharge it, and make sure the dhuni is burning little aggressive... the 
fire element. One or two guys, three guys keep in charging make the dhuni 
aggressive little bit. Not too aggressive but little aggressively burning it - 
some support… And try to tell, especially to the Americans, this is my 
serious request and advice to do, chant the Earth Element, Om Guru Guru 
Parama Guru, that's enough…specifically Americans, California state. The 
time is hitting, Her maya is hitting.  Whatever they're doing their process 
mantras they can still do this Earth Element. Any questions guys? 
 
Christinea:  Swami, should people be chanting the Maheshwari prayer? 
 
Swami:  Everything depends on the earth. Without our thumb these four 
fingers is worth nothing.  Even whatever they're doing their process, they 
can still do this Earth Element. Om guru guru paramaguru - is enough. 
This Fire Element, Earth Element, Water Element, Sky, everything, just it 
will transfer as much as... the doors opening the vibrations to make it calm 
down. Last night I told it, give the Dwarkamai people abhisheks 
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everything. I made it very open. Yes, everybody can go abhisheks...  free. 
Go do your jobs whatever it is. No need to watch the flames, just leave it.  
 
Falk:  What makes the Mother Nature so upset? 
 
Swami:  That's her nature. I'm not criticizing. That's a warning. She's giving 
little warning, "Be wake up. Be? wake up. Wake up man, wake up."  What 
else? 
 
Gustav:  (inaudible)  
 
Swami:  Kala Chakra is deciding. Kala Chakra is deciding. Kala Chakra.  
 
Gustav:  (inaudible) 
 
Swami:  Kala Chakra has no yugas. Do you know the lotus seed have the 
life span? After three hundred years later also, if you put it again it will 
grow. Yep, you can check.  Am I confusing you guys? Are you nervous? 
You want to go back to your mommy and daddy and just your home and 
just to stay there, Patrick? 
 
Patrick:  No. 
 
Swami:  Mira?  
 
Mira:  No, I'm fine here. 
 
Falk:  (can't hear majority... something about being with Swami in the same 
clarity he's in.) 
 
Swami:  We're all in the same boat. Our captain is sitting there. It's the 
most important time.  
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Falk:  You said Mother is giving wake up to be aware. So it sounds like 
many people are unaware, sleeping. Is it the ancient knowledge that we 
need to spread out? 
 
Swami:  That's why since years I'm screaming on everybody. This is I'm 
facing it and whatever they talks.  The dogs is barking, that's natural. Once 
if they look at the line, the dogs is barking. But my concentration is 
different. Ancient knowledge, YES - has to come out! Never knows, never 
knows! Hurry up. Speed up! Once you lost it (clicks finger) lost it. Once 
you got it, you got it. I can trust anything in the planet but I won't trust the 
time, Kalachakra. I won't ever, ever, trust the time. If I did not trust the 
time, means? What about you guys? You should not also, not trust the 
time. Wait. Wait. Somebody need big explanation why is this. Why, why, 
why? No need. Once I explain it, it will turn around different way. That's 
the Mother Nature. But it's ok, it will calm down. So I should go to Japan or 
I should stay in ashram? Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana:  Whatever is safer. It's safer to stay here than go out, okay stay 
here. It sounds let it go, let it come down. 
 
Swami:  Once I reach there and it starts again, what I should do? 
 
Tatyana: Jump out.  
 
Swami:  I cannot able to jump out. I'm serious. One time I'm in Japan, in 
Osaka Airport. I checked all my luggages. Who was with me at the time? 
Brett, Paul, Gary, Clint, these guys were with me and Ken is in the Tokyo. I 
have to go to America. I checked in all my luggages, everything, yes have 
the Boarding Pass… Gary, just he brought up, "Why can't we go and have a 
milk or cup of tea and piece of bread? Last minute whole plan is changed. 
We ran. Already luggage is gone and we pulled out. I canceled American 
tour. I canceled. Ken is screaming and he is in Tokyo and he… Charter 
Flight is waiting in Washington D.C. all the way to California. So, why I'm 
saying this, sometimes it will hit the consciousness not advancely, the last 
minute, “Yes, take the action.” 
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Once I reached, whatever problem is here in India… I landed, I came out, it 
solved. It solved. I thoughted I supposed to be there and do the big work. 
I'm here, solved. I got in the airport outside in Bangalore, I gave a call, 
“Where I should come now? It's done, finished. We take care." It's 
unbelievable miracle the Guruparampara - just he took that reason to pull 
me to not to go to America. Why I'm saying this, he used that reason to pull 
me back. You ok, Sabeena?  
 
Sabeena: Yes.  
 
Swami:  Not with me, with Gustav? He's driving you crazy or what?  What 
is your problem, guys? instead of you driving each others crazy, I better to 
drive everybody crazy, then everybody is... What else? 
 
Falk: (Something about how to find out if it wants to divert you or it's a 
hint from the Guruparampara?) 
 
Swami: If he really advancely notice to me, I will find different way to 
reach that destiny. If he don't want that destiny, the last second he'll drop 
that, he won't give a chance to me to the Kala Chakra, he putted wall in 
front of there. No walk. All of sudden just it is there, Stop! Sudden break. 
Free zone… all of sudden you have the big wall there, what you do? Does 
this make any sense to you, Tatyana? You asked how long is my astrology 
whatever it is? How much depth I had to keep go this hard time. What is 
this, what is that? 
Whenever you're driving a car if keep watching your time and make it two 
more hours, three more hours, you started to feel boring. If you go, just 
keep go. You won't feel that car sickness, energy sickness, life sickness. Ok, 
let it run. Early morning four o'clock, four fifteen, four twenty, one bahadur 
he got a wild cobra bited. I'm sleeping outside of the field - he's walking 
there, it's hitted it. I don't know why I slept there. It's fifteen minutes my 
work in Dwarkamai, something distance and take care it. It's like 
everybody reached and they take care, one part, and I did my job. What 
else? Pretty good I'm sound sleeping, fifteen, twenty people, like they're 
shouting and they don't know how to lift my net. What's going on? what's 
going on? 
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Brett, morning 6 o'clock, 6, 6:15 like that, I'm sleeping in my bedroom and 
he banging my door, "Swami, Swami, Swami!" I'm shock. I open the door, 
"What?" Just he said, "Brandy’ husband, accident, serious." Where? He 
cannot able to talk. "Just relax, relax, where? Find out, try to tell in ten 
minutes" At the time driver is over, I thoughted Victor is dead! Yes! He's 
saved! Last fifteen to twenty minutes is over, blood is coming, chappati - 
gone. 
One time I'm in Japan in Yufin center. Christine Selb, she died here… high 
blood pressure… and I did my program and I'm supposed to go to Osaka.  
I had to take the flight to go to Osaka, and from Osaka to Singapore then to 
India. One day I had to stay. Then the phone call from Gloria early 
morning, "Somebody died!" My cellphone battery is going down and my 
passport and all my luggage is in another car. They went to airport, there is 
no flights, the police is little aggressive and crazy, "What happened, what is 
this?" It's all lila tension. I supposed to give a program in Osaka that night.  
Why I'm all this things is saying it, not only to you, even to me the 
Mahamaya. You had to very carefully to watch whatever you going bumpy 
and just come drop your body in presence of Baba, spend as much time as 
can do - don't take haste decisions, get out of from your room, come, sit, 
finding one nice place and just sit, just to be quiet. Go in Dwarkamai and 
just relax. The impact and the vibration, the vibrations impact on your 
consciousness, very serious…  
So, ten, fifteen minutes try to send the distance healings, use your personal 
mantra. Right now meditate, the… do the Harathi, then put each person 
the candle near the Jesus asking the help to who was in the pain, to just 
take care. Done? Put on the lights and start the meditation.  
 

End of Talk 
 
 


